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The velocity flow fields, energy partitioning, and ejecta distributionsresulting from impact of porous
(fragmented)icy cometarynucleiwith silicateplanetarysurfacesat speedsfrom 5 to 45 km/s are different

thanthoseresulting
fromthe impactof solidiceor silicatemeteorites.
The impactof ! g/cm3 icespheres
onto an atmospherelessanorthosite planetary surface inducescratering flows that appear similar to those
induced by normal density anorthositemeteorite impact. Both of these impactorslead to deep transient

cratercavitiesfor final craterdiameters
lessthan ---! to ---10 km and for escape
velocities
•<!0-scm/s.
Moreover the fraction of internal energy partitioned into the planetary surface at the cratering site is 0.6 for
both ice and anorthositeimpactorsat 15 km/s. As the assumeddensity of the hypotheticalcometary

nucleus
or fragment
cloudfroma nucleus
decreases
to 0.01 g/cm3, the fractionof the impactenergypartitioned into planetary surface internal energydecreasesto lessthan 0.01, and the flow field displaysa toroidal
behavior in which the apparent sourceof the flow appearsto emanate from a disc or ringlike region rather
than from a single point, as in the explosivecratering case. The edges of the crater region are in several
casesdepressedand flow downward,whereasthe center of the crater region is uplifted. Moreover,the resultant postimpactparticle velocity flow in some casesindicatesthe formation of concentricridges, a central
peak, and a distinctabsenceof a deep transientcavity. In contrast,transientcavitiesare a ubiquitousfeature
of nearly all previoushypervelocityimpact calculations. The calculationsof the flow fields for low density

(0.01 g/cm3) impactors
exhibited
surfaceinterface(comet-planet)
instabilities.Theseare attributed
to both
the Rayleigh-Taylorand Helmholtz instabilityconditions,and we believethat theseoccur in all flows involv-

ing volatilelow-density
(0.01 g/cm3) projectiles.It is speculated
that thesehydrodynamic
instabilities
can
give rise to concentricrings in the inner crater region in large-scaleimpactson planetary surfaces,although
other mechanismsfor their productionmay also act. The ejecta mass lossversusplanetary escapevelocity
was computed,and theseresultsimply that the critical escapevelocity,at which as much material is lost as is
being accretedfrom a planet, rangesfrom !.2 to 2.75 km/s for encounterspeedsof 5 to 15 km/s, with

cometary
impactors
havinga densityof 0.01 to ! g/cm3. Thesevaluescompare
to 0.83 and !.5 km/s for
silicate impactors,thereby indicating that it is more difficult for volatiles than silicatesto be accretedonto
objectswith escapevelocitiessimilar to the Moon, Mercury, and Mars. For objectswith escapevelocitiesin
the 0.1 to ! km/s range the accretionalefficiencyfor silicateand variousporosityicesare similar, whereas
for objectswith escapevelocities<0.1 km/s the accretionalefficiencyof icy impactorsbecomessignificantly
lower than for silicate impactors.

INTRODUCTION

repeatedsuggestions
of Roddyand co-workers[Roddy, 1968;
Roddy et al., 1980] that large flat-flooredcraterssuchas
that at Flynn Creek, Tennessee,could have been produced
by porous,possiblycometary impactors. Finally, numerous
studies have suggested that the largest meteoritical
phenomenonyet documentedby man, the Tunguskaexplosion, was possiblyinduced by the interaction of the earth
with a comet [Krinov, 1966; Petrov and Stulov, 1976; Liu,
1978]. Althoughit is likely that somecraterson the terrestrial planets are induced by the impact of icy cometary

As our knowledgeof planetarysurfacemorphologieshas
increasedto the point where impact cratered terranes have

beensuccessively
recognized
on the Moon [Shoemakeret al.,
1970], Mars [McCaulleyet al., 1972], Mercury [Murray et
al., 1974], Phobos,Deimos[Veverkaand Duxbury, 1977],
Callisto,Ganymede[Smith et al., 1979], Amalthea[Veverka
et al., 1981], and, recently,tentativelyon Venus[Campbell
et al., 1979; Pettengill et al., 1979] the questionhas been
raised repeatedly of how the initial density of impacting
objectsaffects the resultingcrater shapeas well as the partitioning of energy. In part the motivation for studying the
effects of cometary impact on planetary surfaceshas come

nuclei, it is not clear what the relative role of comets is in

0148-0227/82/001 B-! 249505.00

of the impactor flux recorded on the surfacesand the Moon

producingthe observedimpactcrater populationon the earth
and other terrestrial planets. Meteoritical element abundance patterns have recently been used to assigndifferent
from the suggestion
of Wetherill [1977], who pointedout the meteorite classesto the projectilesthat have producedsome
possibility that one half of the terrestrial impact craters 12 large impact craterson the earth [e.g., Palme et al.,
could have been producedby retrograde comets, and the 1979]. Asidefrom the activecomets,it may be that potential porousimpactorsexist in the vicinity of the earth in the
form of the Apollo asteroids;thesemay representdevolatized
Copyright 1982 by the American GeophysicalUnion
and short-periodcometarycores [Wetherill, 1976]. This
latter classof objectscould providean appreciablefraction
Paper number IBI249.
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in the last 3 Gy of their history[Shoemaker,1977]. Roddy
ASSUMPTIONS
[1968] has repeatedlysuggestedthat porousand possibly
volatile and cometary objects when impacting terrestrial
The two mostcontroversialfeaturesof the presentstudy
planetary surfacesgive rise to a different type of cratering are the considerationof impact of planetswith objectshay-

flow thanwasfirst computed
by Bjork [1961]for the forma- ing densitiesas low as 0.01 g/cm• and the lack of explicit
tion of the Barringer,Arizona,crater. Roddy [1977] recog- consideration
of an atmosphere.
nizeda similarityof the Flynn Creek and Steinheimcraters,
The early suggestion
by Roddy [1968] did not include
to craters produced in wet alluvium by large-surfaceand
abovegroundchemical explosions(Prairie Flat and Snowball). Virtually all previouscalculationsof the impact into
geological materials involving iron, anorthosite,aluminum,

the possibilityof an extremely low density. However, two
recentstudiesof the teentry physicsof the meteorwhich produced the 1908 Tunguska explosionconcludedthat if the
kinetic energy of infall was convertedinto a suddenincrease

and, in the presentcase,solid ice yieldeda large transient in thermal energy [Liu, 1978] or the incoming bolide
cavity with primarily radial motionsdescribablein terms of

transferredits kinetic energy to the atmosphereby ablation

Maxwell's[1977] Z model[O'Keefeand Ahrens,1979, 1981; and radiative heating of a boundary layer of highly
Thomsenet al., 1980]. One exceptionhasbeenthe caseof a compressed
air [Petrovand Stulov, 1976],densitiesas low as
porouswater sphereimpactinga graphitesurface. In this 0.01 g/cm3 are inferredfor the incomingobject. Notably,
case a broad, shallowcrater with a deep but narrow central no real constraintson the compositionof the object have
deformedarea, not unlike Flynn Creek and Ries crosssec- been obtained from Liu's or Petroy and Stulov's analyses.

tions,was recentlycalculated[Roddyet at., 1980]. Earlier The discoveryof presumablyextraterrestrialmagnetite
crateringcalculations
of the flow inducedby the 20 ton TNT and/or silicate-bearing
spherules
in the Tunguskaarea [KriMixed Companyexplosion[Ullrich et al., 1977] demon- nov, 1966;Glass,1969] doesnot really constrainthe nature
strated that the suddenapplicationof pressurefrom gaseous of the bolide from being other than essentiallywater with
detonation products on a relatively weak sedimentary somesilicateand/or metallicminerals. For thesereasonswe
sequenceinduced toroidal particle velocity ground motions have examined both the impact of readily volatile (water)
(upward and toward the axis of the crater) that were also and refractoryporousobjectshavinga rangeof densities.
measuredby in-situ particle velocity gages. This type of
Constraintson the constitutionof cometary nuclei, the
motion must logically occur if the observedfiat floor and most important of which for the presentpurposesis density,
centralpeak featuresresultfrom the intrinsicshock-inducedhave been discussedby Whipple [1977]. The apparent
cratering flow in contrast with a flow resulting from the brightnessversustime data, which presumablyresult from
gravity-induced
collapseof a large transientcrater [Metosh rotationof the cometarynuclei inducedby nonradialgas
and McKinnon,1978].
emissionuponapproachto the sun, providean estimateof
The objectivesof this study were to characterize the cometary nuclear density. By equating the centripetal
cratering flow and infer the morphology of craters that accelerationto the gravitational accelerationand assuming
would be producedby the impact of highly porous(possibly constantcometdensitywith depth the critical rotation period
fragmented)and/or volatile hypervelocityimpactors. We T, is givenby
have sought to test the hypothesisthat the impact of porous
projectiles could produce fiat-floored craters with central

peaks
and
multiple
rings.
These
could
arise
from
intrinsic

T, (hours)
-- 3.3p-•/-'

(1)

flow field geometry and/or instabilitiesat the vaporized

projectile-solid
target interface. Featuressuch as central wherep is givenin g/cm•. In (!) the cometarynucleusis
peaks and multiple rings are ubiquitouson many scaleson
the crateredsurfacesof the solidplanets.

assumedto be spheroidal and strengthless. More complex
cometary nuclear models have been constructedby Brin

Although fiat-flooredcircularly symmetricdeformed, [1980]. Observed
cometaryspinperiodsare in the rangeof

butnotexcavated,
craters
havebeenabsent
in theresults
of 3 to10hours,
implying
thatp isfrom10-• to 10øg/cm3,the
previous calculations in

relatively homogeneoustarget

latter being the more common value.

Fragmentation of

materials[Bjork, 1961;O'Keefeand Ahrens, 1975, 1977a; cometarynuclei is frequentlyobservedwhen cometscome
Bryanet at., 1978],suchfeatureshavebeenproduced
with within severalastronomical
unitsof the sun. This may be
specialtarget configurations
when a weak target layer over- due to the violentescapeof volatiles. However,a weak conlies a strong strata in several decicentimeterscale impact straint on cometarydensity may also be obtained from the

experiments
[Quaideand Oberbeck,1968].

stabilityof cometarynucleiwith respectto the tidal stresses

In the present paper we examine the impact-induced imposedby the sun upon a closeapproachat a distancer,
deformation from hypotheticalcometary objects having ini-

tial densities
in the 0.01to I g/cm• and heatsof vaporiza-

tion
of---2kJ/g(corresponding
towater)
to---107
J/g

r - 2.46
R•)(t,o_,,,
ix3

(2)

range for impacts in the 5 to 45 km/s range. The direct
effect of an atmosphereis neglected, although the atmo- where R•)and p•)are the solar radius and mean solar density.

spheremay in fact causea cometaryobjectto breakup into If p• = •..• g/cm', (2) impliesthat p>• 10-• g/cm'. Thus
a showeror equivalentvery porousimpactor. In additionto

we concludethat although there is much evidencethat the

examiningthe partitioningof impact energy into internal
energy of the impacted planet and impacting cometary
material we have also calculatedthe relativeefficiencyof
shock-induced
melting and vaporizationby cometson planetary surfacematerialsand the masslossfrom a givenplanet

densityof cometsis m 1 g/cm•, the physicalconstraints
which may be imposeddo not yet definitively rule out
nuclear densitiesas low as 0.01 g/cm'; however,such
extremely low values may be only characteristicof new
cometsprior to initial perihelion[Whipple, 1977]. If the

for variousescapevelocities.

tidal interactionwith an earth-sizedplanet is alsoconsidered,
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it may be that very porousobjects would be disrupted by
planetary tidal stresses.
Because cometary atmosphericinteractions are important in the case of the earth [Stulov and Petrov, 1975; Liu,
1978], it is usefulto estimatethe smallestcometarynuclear
radius at which atmospheric effects are important. Using
the criteria that the mass of the atmosphereintersectedby
the projectile (cometary nucleus)should be of the order of

the projectilemass[Henderson-Sellers
et al., 1980], it follows that for normal incidence,

p, R, .-..-.po H

(3)

where p,. and R, are cometary nuclear density and radius
and po and H are the surfacedensity and scale height of the

atmosphere.For the earth,poll • 700 g/cm-'. Therefore
the critical radius for significantatmosphericinteraction will

be <7 m (lff' kg) and <0.7 km (t0 •ø kg) for cometary
objectshavingdensities
of I and0.01 g/cm',respectively.
Analysisof the criteria for breakup depend,however,in
detail on the entry angle 0 (with respectto the horizontal)
and the effective strength of the object. No breakup of
objectsis predictedfor atmosphericentry speedsof 30 km/s,
0 -- 30¸, and strengthsof 50 bars, whereasfor objectswith
0 -- 15¸ and strengthof 1 bar (more likely for comets)complete breakup is predicted at all entry velocities(up to

72 km/s) for objectshavinga mass >107 kg (radius
--13 m for ice) [Passeyand Melosh, 1980]. This latter
situation would result in a cloud of objects according to

Passeyand Melosh's[1980] calculationand yet would produce a singlecrater when the impactor was sufficientlylarge

(e.g., > 10•økg, or havinga radius--130 m for icy objects).
The size of the crater which results would presumably
dependon the degreeof dispersionof fragments. According
to Passey and Melosh the Sikhote-Alin bolide was such a
fairly weak (10-bar strength) object. Judgingfrom the total
number of --t m craters and assuming,thesewere produced
by drastically deceleratedobjects (--1 km/s impact velo-

city), a total massof 104 kg reachedthe earth'ssurface.
The observeddispersionof craters observedyields a very low
value from effective impactor density.
We conclude from this discussion that for large
(>t0 kg) weak objects entering the earth's atmosphere,
atmosphericbreakup will result in very low effective impactor densities.

CALCULATIONAL

METHOD

In carrying out the presentcalculation, the pressureP,
volume V, and energy E equationof state representationof
the planetary surface was applied in the form of a modified
Mie-Gruneisen equation of state of the Tillotson form given

by [Tillotson,1962;Ahrensand O'Keefe,1977]
p

a+( e/( b+

)

Ev + An + Bg,
TM
(4)

where • -- Vo/V,•t - • - 1, and a - 0.5 is the polytropic constantminus 1, at high temperature. The constantb is
defined such that (a + b) is the STP Gruneisen parameter,
• -- V (SP/SE)• and ,4 is the bulk modulus. The con-
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In carrying out a seriesof finite difference calculations

300•/

using the algorithmsof Hageman and Walsh [1970] in
cylindricallysymmetricgeometry,icy (water) sphericalprojectiles, bearing no strengthand having initial densitiesvary-

ing from0.01 to I g/cm3, wereassumed
to impactplanetary
surfacesvertically at speedsvarying from 5 to 45 km/s,
Although the initial density of these icy projectiles was

200 •/

varleci, tl•elr lmUal internal energy density per unit mass was

• 150

•h

identical. Thus water melting, surface, and crush-up energies were neglected. The actual material constantspertinent
for gabbroic anorthosite,water, and ice in the high-pressure

regimes[Ahrensand O'Keefe, 1977] are given in Table 1
and representative pressure-particle velocities Hugoniots

from solutionsof (4) and (5) are shownin Figure 1.
All of the present calculationsdeal with the energetics
4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40
44
of the initial partitioning of energy and hence apply to both
PARTICLE VELOCITY (KM/SEC)
Fig. 1. Pressure-particle
velocity Hugoniotsfor high-pressureregion the large Froude(Fr) and Reynolds(Nr) regimes:
propertiesof gabbroicanorthosite,water (25øC), and single-crystal

(0.917 g/cm3) andporous
(0.1 g/cm3) iceat -10øC.
stantsb, B, and E0 are obtainedby fitting Hugoniotdata up
to ---1 Mbar

and Thomas Fermi calculations in the 102

Fr ----u2/gl >> I

(8)

Nr -- olu/•

(9)

>>

I

Mbar region. The phasetransitionswhich occur at approx.
where u and I are the characteristic particle velocity and
Mbar in silicates or in ice below 0.02 Mbar are taken
into account by defining the high-pressurephase regime such length scaleof the flow, g planetary gravity, p densityof the
flow, and/• the absoluteor dynamic viscosity.
that the Rankine-Hugoniot energy is given by
As a result of these conditions,we have used hydro-

0.15

E -- P(Voo -

V)/ 2 - ET•

(5)

dynamics%aling
and discuss
partitioningenergetics
in terms
of normalized distance d,

where Voois the specificvolume of the starting material or
low pressurephase(lpp) and ErR is the increasein internal

d -- x/D

(10)

energy going from the lpp to hpp at STP [Ahrensand
O'Keefe, 1977]. For the low pressurephase,E --0 at where x is actual distance and D is projectile diameter.
Normalized

STP.

At

high temperatures and low

time r is defined as

pressures where

V/Voo > 1 for E > Ecv, whereEcv is the energyat stan-

r = t v/D

(11)

dard pressurefor complete vaporization, the complete equation of state is givenbv
where t and v are time and impact velocity, respectively.
Although we have carried out certain of our earlier cal-

exp
[/5'
(1-V/Vo)
]}
p_.
aE
+[ bE
/V A/•
V

culationswith finite strengthsilicatematerials[O'Keefeand

(E/(Eor12))'t
-

x exp[-.(V/Vo-!)2
]

(6)

5 KM/s•

,,= diameter
Impocto_•_•
4

where the parametersused in (4) and (6) for gabbroic
anorthosite,andesite,water, and ice Ih are given in Table I.
In the partial vaporizationregime,
Vo/V < 1

Ew < E < Ec•

where Etv is the energy required to bring a material from
normal temperature to incipient vaporization at atmospheric
pressure,we usethe interpolationrelation
p

--

(E-Etv)Pe

+ (Ec•-E

(Ec•-Ew)

)Pc

(7)

where P• and Pc are the pressurecalculatedfrom (6) and Fig. 2. Particlevelocityflow field at r -- 2.05 for 1.0 g/cm3 ice
(4), respectively.
projectileimpactinga gabbroicanorthosite
surfaceat 5 km/s.
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Ahrens,1977a],we assumed
fluidlikerheologyfor mostbut
not all of the presentcalculations. Later in this paper,after
we describe the initial, inertially controlled flow field, we
take theseresultsand apply them in making somegeneralizationsregardingimpact ejecta from cometaryversussilicate
impactors.
We also assumed in some cases that the gabbroic
anorthositerheologywas elasto-plasticand possessed
a finite
strength Y, given by

E/E,,,)

SURFACES

,5 KM/s

Impactor
d•ameter

'<•ii

Ejecto

•1oud
' i'•"-'"'""•'""•
• *•---D,sc
Source

Y (kbar) -- (2.7 + 338 st - 900 st2)
x (1 -

ON PLANETARY

(12)

Fig. 4. Particlevelocityflow field at r -- 2.35 for 0.1 g/cm3 ice
where E,, is the specificinternal energy required for melting

projectileimpactinga gabbroicanorthosite
surfaceat 5 km/s.

[O'Keefeand Ahrens,1977a].
The finite difference grid was constructedwith some
154 Eulerian zones to define the projectile and, initially,
some 900 zones to define a planetary half space. As the
impact inducedflows were numerically generated,radial and
axial particle velocities,specific internal energy, mass, and
the principal stressesin each cell were stored. As the initial
computation mesh was consumed by the propagation of
shock waves and the ensuing large particle motions associated with cratering flow, the initial grid was enlarged
geometrically,approximately 5 times in the courseof calculations. In some casesthe physical dimensionof each zone
was increasedby a factor of 40 in the courseof the calculations. As a result, the computationyields accurateestimates
of the amount of planetary surfacemelted and vaporizedand
the quantity of high speed ejecta only at early times when
the grid spacingis small enough to resolvevariation in the
entropy density generated by irreversible processes(and

COMETARY

CRATERING

The particle velocity field induced at early times as the

resultof the impactof a 1 g/cm3 solidice sphereon a gabbroic anorthositeplanetary is shown for impact velocitiesof
5 and 15 km/s in Figures 2 and 3. The apparentsource
(indicated) for the flow is slightly abovethe initial free sur-

face for the 5 km/s impactcaseand slightlybelowthe surface, but within the boundariesof the vaporized ice projectile, for the 15 km/s impact case. As in the caseof rock
impactors, the source point moves downward below the ini-

tial free surfacewith increasing
impactvelocity[Thomsenet
al., 1980], and a bowl-shaped
crater is expected. Notably,
the subsurfaceflow is nearly completelyradial, and the flow
field is similar to that observed at r --- 0.3 in the earlier cal-

culations of anorthosite impacting anorthosite by O'Keefe

and Ahrens [1977a, Figure lc] in what they namedtheir

hencethe massof melt and/or vapor produced)in various
cavitation regime.
regionsof the impactedsurface[Ahrensand O'Keefe,1972,
In the 5 km/s impact case, the peak pressurein the
1977]. The icy projectileis vaporizedin virtually all the
flow, 42 kbar, occursalong the center line of the flow in the
flows considered. The growth and chemistry of volatiles in
'detachedshock'region [O'Keefeand Ahrens, 1977a] some
planetary regoliths(M. A. Lange and T. J. Ahrens, private
two projectile diametersbelow the original free surface. The
communication, 1981) are a problem which has not been
icy projectile at low pressureis vaporized but has not yet
addressedin this study.
expanded,althoughit clearly has the highestparticlevelocity
in the flow. The resulting impact crater flow field is more
developedat earlier times for the same impact cratering
geometryat 15 km/s (Figure 3). In this case,the peak pressure of 850 kbar occursat a depth of 1.8 projectilediameI0KM/s•,,
i•_[.I.m
pactor
dlometer--7•
ters within the downward driven shock wave, whereas the

pressurein the ice projectile is nearly completelyrelieved
below 100 kbar. It appears that the impact of solid ice is
similar to that of a solid silicateobject. Bowl-shapedcraters
are expected from the impact-inducedflows we have calculated for craters in the diameter range smaller than 1 to 10

km wheregravity effectsjust beginto appear[O'Keefeand
Ahrens, 1978].
The particle velocityfield inducedat early times for the

impactof a porousice spherehavinga densityof 0.1 g/cm2
is shownin Figures4 and 5 for impact velocitiesof 5 and 15
km/s. The flow field geometryhas aspectsnot seenin the
case of the impact of denseprojectiles. The most obviousis
the large plume generatedby.the vaporizationof the porous
ice projectile. In addition, the flow field 'source' is not a sin-

km/s).
This
broadening
of the
source
results
a shalFig.
3.Particle
velocity
flow
field
atr --1.50
for
1.0
g/cm
3ice
Igle
point
but
isshaped
like
adisc
(5point
km/s)
and
ainring
(15

projectile
impacting
a gabbroic
anorthosite
surface
at 15 km/s.
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V = 15KM/s

I0 KM/s

Impactor

H20 --*- AN

p=0.t
g/cm
3 :Ejecta
Cloud

.............

' ',

...........

,,•½•,,•

,,,;;:

' ' ' ' ' ' ...........

ET

Source

.........

;,,:; , , , ,, .............
,,,

,,,,

,

,,

--J PROJECTILEDIAMETER

Fig. 5. Particlevelocityflow field at r - 1.95 for 0.1 g/cm3 ice

Fig. 7. Particlevelocityflow field at r - 5.10 for 0.01 g/cm3 ice

projectileimpactinga gabbroicanorthositesurfaceat 15 km/s.

projectileimpactinga gabbroicanorthosite
surfaceat 15 km/s.

lower bowl-shapedcrater at relatively early times. The that the diameter/depthratio for impact at 15.8 km/s is
effective source, as in the case of dense impactors,moves similar to that at 5 km/s. We note the depth • decreases
downward below the initial free surface with increasing with porosityand scalesapproximatelyas
impact velocity(total impact energy).
The particle velocity field changessignificantlyfor the

(13)

impactof highlyporous(0.01 g/cm3) iceobjects(Figures6
and 7). The bifurcation of the apparent sourceof the flow

observed
for densities
of 0.1 g/cm3 is moreapparent
for pro- where pt is the densityof the impactingprojectile. For projectile densities
of 0.01 g/cm3 In this casethe sourcehas jectiledensities
lessthan0.1 g/cm3, the craterdepthis less
moved below the free surface into the planetary material;
this has a profoundeffect on the geometryof the projectiletarget interface. Toroidal flow fields are produced that
could give rise to central peaks. An exampleof the apparent
disc sourceis indicated in Figure 5. The crater depth to
diameter ratios in this regime are in a range of 1:20, and

than the projectilediameter. Moreover,for very low density
impactors, the mean of the excavation depth is near zero,
and what is shown is the maximum depth of the surface
undulationsin Figure 8.
The cratering phenomenologyexhibited by solid and
porousvolatile projectilesdemonstratesa surprisingvariety
accordingto the trend demonstrated
by Schultzet al. [1981] of physical processes. To understand better the source of

this ratio increases with time.

Thus a flat-floored

crater with

a central peak might be expected.
In order to gain somejudgment as to how closeto the
final crater depth the present calculations can describe the
flow, we have examined (Figure 8) the crater depth versus
normalizedtime. We concludethat the depthsof craters are

toroidal

flow

field

and the surface

undulations

sometimes

observed,we computed the cratering due to the impact of
porous refractory projectiles. We sought to examine the
hypothesisthat the interface-instabilityphenomenology
could
be associatedwith vaporization processes. Another motiva-

established
between•- -- 10 and 100 (for 5 km/s impacts).
Moreover, the work of Schultz et al. [1981] demonstrates

I0

i

i

AN(p= 2.96)
5 KM/s

Impactor

diameter

Ejecta
Cloud

.,,•X

"'"Ix

x/ H20(•o:0.1)
0.1

x•X-

H20
(•o:
O.Ol)

/x
0.01

x

I
I0

I
I00

IOOO
vt

Disc Source --•

NONDIMENSIONAL
TIME, r-- D

Gabbro•cAnorthos•te

Fig. 8. Normalized crater depth versusnondimensional
time for the

Fig. 6. Particlevelocityflow field at r - 2.80 for 0.01 g/cm3 ice
projectile
impacting
a gabbroic
anorthosite
surfaceat 5 km/s.

impact of variousdensityimpactsat 5 km/s on an anorthositic
planetarysurface.
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-
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Fig. 9. Particlevelocity,
flow field at r = 0.90 for porous,
but Fig. 11. Particlevelocityflow field at r = 2.80 for porous,but
refractory (Ecv-- I0z Mbar - cm3/g), 0.1 g/cm
3 projectilerefractory(E,,-' 102 Mbar- cm3/g), 0.1 g/cm
3 projectile

impacting
a gabbroic
anorthosite
surface
at 5 km/s.

impacting
a gabbroic
anorthosite
surface
at 5 km/s.

tion for studyingsuchimpactflowsis the possibility
that the
impactof porousrefractoryprojectilesmight representthe
interactionof Apolloobjectswith terrestrialplanetarysurfaces.Anothermodelwhichwe mightbe testinghereis that
of a disaggregated
(fragmented)objector cloudof silicate

cal flow fields are shownin Figures11 and 12. The source
geometryfor the 5 km/s is a ring whosepositionis within

objects.

the planetarysurface,whereasfor the 15 km/s casethe
sourceis in the projectile. Again the trend observedis that

with increasingvelocityfrom 5 km/s to greater than

15 km/s the crater morphologyevolvesfrom that with a
The earlytime particlevelocityflowfieldsfor an impact centralmoundto a shallowbowl-shaped
crater.
of refractory
projectiles
havinga densityof 0.1 g/cm3 are
The impact of porousvolatileobjectson solid silicate
shownin Figures9 and 10. The sourcegeometryfor the 5 surfaces
givesriseto all the necessary
conditions
for the claskm/s caseflow is a ring, and the flow geometryis also sicalKelvin-Helmholtz
[Lamb,1932,p. 374] and Rayleightoroidal.Note the lackof a vaporplume. The ringsourceis Taylor [Taylor, 1950]surfaceinstabilities.
belowthe initial free surfaceand withinthe planetarysurThe conditionfor the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilityis
face. At an impactvelocityof 15km/s, the apparent
flow that thereis a tangentialvelocityanddensitydifference,
sourceis near the projectile-planetary
surfaceboundary.
The depthof the sourcepoint doesnot changemuchwith
increasingimpact velocity, but the boundary of the
2a'
P•P2
(14)
projectile-planetary
surfaceboundarymovesbelowthe source
point.

The particlevelocityfields for the impactof highly
porous or highly disaggregatedrefractory (density of
0.01 g/cm3) projectiles
hasmanycharacteristics
of the flow
fieldsof thosefromimpactor
densities
of 0.1 g/cm3. Typi-

whereu is the tangential
velocity,
Othe density,
g the gravitationalacceleration,
h the characteristic
wavelength
of a
disturbance,
and the subscripts
1 and 2 refer to planetary
surfaceand projectile,respectively.In the caseundercon-

.5KM/s=

• dinmeter
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Fig. 10. Particlevelocityflow field at r = 2.25 for porous,
but Fig. 12. Particlevelocityflow field at r • 7.05 for porous,but

refractory(E,.,,-- 102Mbar- cm3/g), 0.1 g/cm
3 projectilerefractory(E• = 102 Mbar- cm3/g),0.01g/cm
3 projectile

impacting
a gabbroic
anorthosite
surface
at 15 km/s.

impacting
a gabbroic
anorthosite
surface
at 15 km/s.
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The instabilities occur near the periphery of the crater lip
and may be one sourceof multiple rings.
The condition of the Rayleigh-Taylor type is also satisfied during the earlier portionof the impact inducedflow. If
we consider the cometary projectile-planetary surface interface, the impact-induced acceleration of the interface is
downward from material 2 (impactor) toward material l
tial perturbation, amplitude of the interface is •to, the interface undulationwill grow with time t exponentiallyas

T =1.•1

0.1

%
•

ON PLANETARY

(planet). Accordingto the analysisof Taylor [1950], if ini-

L•J -0.1
•
0
0

•

IMPACT

(c)
-0.1

0

•

0.1

.... • = 2.8

I

0

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

RADIAL

•t =

•to exp

2a-a A)•/-•

•

(d)

DISTANCE/PROJECTILE

i

i

1.6

1.8

(15)

Here 7, is the wavelengthof the initial displacementpertur-

RADIUS

bation, a is the downward acceleration of the interface, and
vaporized
ice and planetsurface[or impacto[ 0.01 g/cm• ice pro- A is the Atwood number,
jectile onto gabbroicanorthositeat • km/s. Figures 13•, 13c, and
Fig. 13. Con[i•uration o[ marker particles at inter[ace between the
13g are the sur[ace

inter[ace

at the time r [or calculation

with the

,• = (p, - p_,)/(p, + p_,)

mesh spacing indicated. Shown in Fi•ur• I]g is the same case in
which the initial computational mesh spacing was decreasedby a

(16)

[actor o[ 2.

sideration this condition is readily satisfied since there are
several orders of magnitude difference in the densities and
nearly an order of magnitudedifference in tangential velocities. An example of a surface instability that might be attributed to the Kelvin-Helmholtz type is shown in Figure 5.

Dependingon the rheologyof the materials, both the dependence of instability velocity and dominant wavelengthof the
instability can be cast in terms of the characteristic dimensions,viscosity,and/or effectivestrengthof the materialson

either sideof the interface[e.g., Ramberg,1967;Barneset
al., 1974;Menikoff et al., 1977, 1978;Drucker, 1980].
Rayleigh-Taylor type instabilities have not been previ-

TABLE 2. Summary of Crater Morphologiesfor Various Impact Conditionsfor Impact into a SilicatePlanetary Surface
Case

Projectile

Impact

Expected

Densityg/cm3Velocit¾
km/sVolatilit¾Crater
Shape

Surface
Instabilities

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.1
0.1

5
15
45
5
15

high
high
high
high
high

bowl

no

bowl

no

0.1

5

low

0.1

15

low

bowl

no

shallow bowl

no

shallowbowl

yes

flat-floored

no

central peak

0.01

5

0.01

15

0.01

45

0.01

5

shallow bowl

possiblecentral peak
high flat-floored
central peak
high flat-floored
central peak
high flat-floored
central peak
low

flat-floored

no

yes
yes
yes
no

central peak
0.01

15

low

shallow bowl

possiblecentral peak

no
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Taylor type instabilitiesare expectedto occur for low-density
impactors and that these instabilities are a function of the
effective planetary viscosity,structure, and projectile dimension and require further analyses.
The impact of porous volatile projectiles exhibits a
variety of crater morphologiesnot previously describedfor
flows producedby the impact of denseprojectile. The range
of observedbehavior varies from bowl-shapedcraters to flatfloored, multiple ringed central peaked craters with features
attributable

Fig. 14. Energy partitioning versus nondimensionalized
time for

1 g/cm3 icy cometary
nucleus
impacting
gabbroic
anorthosite
planet

SURFACES

to surface instabilities.

The conditions for each

of these morphologiesdependupon the impact velocity,projectile density,and volatility and are summarizedin Table 2.
Density is the primarily variable that determineswhether or
not a bowl-shapedcrater will occur. For impactor densities

at 5 km/s. IE,C is internal energy of comet; IE,P is internal
energy of planet; KE,C is kinetic energy of comet; and KE,P is
kinetic energy of planetary surfacematerial. Pressuresshownalong •0.1 g/cm3 bowl-shaped
cratersare formedindependent
of
upper edge of figure indicate the peak pressurein the impact- projectile velocity or volatility. The exception is for lowinduced flow at that time.

velocity impacts(--5 km/s) of refractory projectileswhere
central mounds were observedto occur. For densities >•0.01,

ously observedand were not calculated to occur in a large
number of numericalcalculationsin which the projectiledensity was comparableto or greater than the target density
(e.g., Figures3 and 4). However, in the casesof the impact
of a volatile low-density projectile, surface instabilities, that
might be attributable to a Rayleigh-Taylor type, have been
observedand an exampleis shownin Figure 6.
In order to gain some insight into the questionof how
the zone spacingof our calculationsaffects the wavelength
and growth characteristicsof Rayleigh-Taylor instabilitieswe
have examined (Figure 13) the evolution of the surface
between the vaporized ice and planet surface. As can be
seenin Figure 13a, the planetary surfaceis slightly depressed
(•- -- 0.65) when the projectile has penetratedthe surface.
Subsequently, the expanding water vapor drives surface
instabilities at the interface which grow with time. The
wavelengthof the fastestgrowing or dominantwavelengthis
probably a function of the planet viscosity,internal structure
and projectile dimensions. The viscosity in the numerical
calculationsis a function of the mesh spacing. As the mesh
spacing decreases,the viscosity increases,and the fastest
growing wavelengthdecreases. A calculationwas performed
in which the mesh spacingwas doubled. This had the effect
of decreasingthe one of dominant,wavelengthsin the interface. This is shown in Figure 13b. Becauseof the mesh
spacingdependenceon the wavelength,the direct scalingto
planetary conditionsfrom the present calculationswould be
difficult. We concludefrom the presentwork that Rayleigh-

1.0

5

I0

15

30

50

(.9
i,I

Z

0.8

i,I

ENERGY

PARTITIONING

The variation of energy partitioning with time and

impactvelocityfor 1 g/cm3 iceobjectsimpacting
a gabbroic
anorthosite half-space planet is depicted in Figures 14 and
15. The variation with time of impact energyis qualitatively
similar for impacts at speedsvarying from 5 to 45 km/s.
Similar energy partitioningis observedfor impact onto a fin-

ite strength gabbroic anorthositematerial (equation (12))
and a material describedby the andesite equation of state
(Table 1). In all cases,the cometaryprojectileinitially contains all the impactorenergy,i.e., KE,C -- 1.0.
Upon shockinteractionwithin one normalizedtime unit,
•- • 1, the internal energy of the comet (IE,C) increases

435KBAR

KM/SEC
>--

complex crater morphologiesare observedearly in the flow
characterizedby flat-floors, multiple rings, and central peaks
except for high-velocity(>•15 km/s) refractory projectiles.
In addition to volatility, we examinedthe effects of material
strength and equation of state on crater morphology. The
material strength was varied for anorthositefrom zero to the
valuesgiven in (12). This did not changethe transitionfrom
bowl-shapedto flat-floored craters with decreasingimpactor
density. The equation of state was changed from that of
anorthositewith a high-pressure
phasechangemodel(Table
1) to that of andesite(Table 1) with a single phasemodel;
again this also did not change the above generalizations
(Table 2).
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Fig. 15.Finalenergypartitioning
versus
impactvelocity
for 1 g/cm3
icy cometary nucleusimpacting gabbroic anorthositeplanet. Notes
in captionto Figure 14 apply.
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Fig. 16. Energy partitioning versus nondimensionalizedtime for
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planetat 15 km/s. Notesin captionto Figure 14 apply.
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KBAR
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o 7.5
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ß :30
ß
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v
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Fig. 17. Energypartitioning
versus
timefor 0.01 g/cm
3 icy cometary nucleusimpactinggabbroicanorthositeplanet at 5 km/s.

16 '

15

PLANETARY ESCAPE VELOCITY (cm/s)

Notes in captionto Figure 14 apply.

Fig. 19. Energyescapedin ejectaafter impact,normalizedby kinetic

en.ergyof meteorite,
for 2.9 g/cm
3 silicateobjectsimpacting
sharply. This energy is then, in part, delivered into the
kinetic energyof the planetarysurfacematerial (KE,P) in

2.9 g/cm3 silicateplanetarysurface,versusplanetaryescapevelocity. The relativelylargefractionof energythat a 0.01 g/cm3 icy

immediate

escape
velocity
> 104cm/sisshown
bytheuppercurve.

contact with it within about two normalized

15 km/s impactor losesupon impact on planetary surfaceswith

time

units. After this interaction the kinetic energy of the comet
(KE,C) and IE,C remain nearly constant. The cometary
material is effectivelydetachedfrom the flow, as water vapor
escapesthe cratering region. During the time that the peak

pressure
in the subsurface
flowdecreases
from --102 kbarto
nearly zero, the internal energyof the planet (IE,P) steadily
increasesat the expenseof KE,P within the crateredregion.
Most of the KE,P is tied-up in the motion of the ejecta,
which in turn, on the average is only very lightly shocked,
and movesat relatively low velocity in comparisonto the initial projectilevelocity. Most of this material will impact the
planet as secondaryejecta, and thus, eventually, all the
energy containedin it will becomeplanetary internal energy
exceptthat it will be distributedover a wide area surrounding the impact. Figure 15 demonstrateshow, quite surpris-

ingly,lowvelocityimpactsof 1 g/cm3 ice resultin a higher
IE,C, whereas KE,C representsabout 5% of total energy
and is virtually independentof projectilevelocity. The internal energydeliveredto the planetary material IE,P increases
from ---48% of the total energy at 5 km/s to 58% of the
total at 45 km/s.
As is demonstratedin Figure 16, the peak in projectile internal energy at one normalizedtime unit becomesvery

18 and the flow fields of Figures 6 and 7, little cometary
projectile energy becomeslocally coupled into the silicate

planetarysurfaceby impactof very porous(0.01 g/cm3)
projectiles. This is dramatically illustrated in Figure 19,

whichdemonstrates
that 0.8 of the energyof a 0.01 g/cm3
water 15 km/s impactorescapesa planet that has an escape

velocityof 105 km/s as compared
to only0.2 for a silicate
impactor at the same speed. In the case of a planetary

escapevelocity of 11 km/s (e.g., the earth), --0.5 of the

energyof the 0.01 g/cm3 impactorescapes,
whereasfor a
silicate15 km/s impactor,only --10 -4 of the impactenergy
is lost to space.
In Figure 20, we compare the energy delivered to a

planetary surfacevia cometaryimpactsat 15 km/s for different initial density cometsto that calculated for gabbroic
anorthosite and iron projectiles striking a gabbroic anorthosite planet. Clearly, the internal energy depositedinto the

comet (IE,C) decreasesmarkedly with increasingcometary
density. Significantly, the fraction of internal energy

retainedby the planetfor a 1 g/cm3 cometis about0.6,

marked with increasedvelocityfor 0.1 g/cm3 projectiles,
whereas this phenomenonwas not resolvedby the present

calculationfor 0.01 g/cm3 projectileimpactsdepictedin

1.0H20

Figures 17 and 18. As is evidentfrom both Figures 17 and
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Fig. 20. Energy partitioning versus initial density for 15 km/s
impacts into a gabbroicanorthositeplanet by cometary objectsand
Fig. 18. Energypartitioning
versustime for 0.0! g/cm3 icy come- anorthositeand iron meteorites. (Energy fraction in IE,P is less
tary nucleusimpacting gabbroic anorthositeplanet at 15 km/s. than from O'Keefeand Ahrens [1977a], sincethe planetarysurface
Notes in caption to Figure 14 apply.
was assumedto be strengthless.)
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iO•

Figure 21 in terms of the similarity variable developedby

Fig. 21. Volume of melt or vapor(upon cooli,g to STP) of planetary
material normalizedby meteoritevolume versussimilarity parame- O'Keefeand Ahrens[1977a]. Notably,S may be considered

p2V2, and the representater, S = (p2/pl)(•/Ce)•. HereP2andPl, as in equation
(16), are a normalizedstagnationpressure

the meteorite (projectile) and planetary density, respectively,• is tion of Figure 21 may be consideredas indicating that stagimpactvelocityand Ce is the soundspeedof the high-pressure
phase nation pressuresof --70 GPa (700 kbar) and 100 GPa (1000

of the planetarysurfacematerial[e.g.,O'Keefeand Ahrens,1977a].
Here An indicatesanorthosite,and Fe and H20 have their usual
meaning.

kbar) are required for the onsetof melting and vaporization.
At high speedsthe melt and vapor productioncurvesare pro-

portional
to kineticenergyV2.
Finally, we addressthe questionof the efficiency with
slightly lessthan the 0.6 and 0.7 valuesappropriatefor the which planets with silicate surfacescan accrete cometary and
anorthositeand the iron meteorite impact case.
On the other hand, the physical reason for the max-

imum defined for the kinetic energy of the comet (IE,C) at

presumablyvolatile objects. A number of authors have sug-

gested [Smith, 1977; Ringwood,1979; Anders and Owen,
1977] that much of the volatileinventoryof the terrestrial

--0.1 g/cm3 initial densitydemonstrated
by Figure20 is not planetswas accretedlate. Thus objectsthe size of Mercury,
understood. This maximum is, however, based on adequate
time dependentresultsof Figure 16.
The amount of silicate impact melt produced by the
impact of icy objectsis relatively small as comparedto silicate and iron impactorsat the same speeds. This is shownin

the Moon, and, to a lesserdegree, Mars were too small to
collect hydrocarbonsand H,_O in appreciable quantities at
the time that the solar systemcooledoff to the point that the
volatileswould accrete. In Figures22 and 23 the logarithms
of the ratio of the ejecta mass to cometary mass versus
planetary escape velocities are plotted for the hypothetical

impactof 1.0 and0.01 g/cm3 H20 bearingcometsontoterrestrial surfaces. First, we note that a factor of--2

to --5

more ejecta is producedupon impact of 15 km/s than upon
impact of 5 km/s projectiles. This is true for water impac-

tors havinginitial densitiesof 0.01 or 1 g/cm3. The zero
horizontal line has specialsignificancein Figures 22 and 23,
since the crossingof the various velocity curves represents
the locusof impact and escapevelocitiesfor which the ejecta
lossesto the planet are just equal to the gain or net mass

accreted.In the caseof 1 g/cm3 cometsthiscriticalescape
velocityis 1.2 and 2.5 km/s for 5 and 15 km/s impactors,

O_O.OI
G/CM
3-COMET
EROSION
o 5 KM/SEC
*' 15 KM/SEC

respectively. This implies that for planets with escapevelocity less than this value, more material is lost than accreted

ACCRETION

at theseencounter
speeds.For0.01 g/cm3 comets,
thecriti-

-I

5•\ \15
KIVVSEC
cal escapevelocitiesfor 5 and 15 km/s impactorsare 1.4 and

2.75 km/s, respectively. In both casesfor cometarymedia,
the critical escapevelocity for parity (no loss, no gain of
PLANETARY
ESCAPE
VELOCITY,CM/SEC
masson impact) are at higher escapevelocitiesthan the 0.83
Fig. 22. Logarithm of normalized ejecta mass versus planetary and 1.51 km/s valuespreviouslyobtainedby O'Keefe and
escapevelocityfor I g/cm3 icy objectsimpactinganorthosite
O2

iO$

iO4

iO5

106

/lhrens [1977b]for anorthosite
strikingan anorthosite
planet

planetesimals
at 5 and 15 km/s. Dashedcurvesare resultsfor similar calculationsfor anorthositeimpactors[after O'Keefeand Ahrcns, at 5 and 15 km/s, respectively.Thereforefor escapeveloci1977b].

ties of objects in the size range of the Moon, Mercury, and
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have escape velocities similar to the Moon, Mercury, and

anorthosite
some10• to 10-'timesmoreefficientlythan they

Mars than it is to accrete silicate materials.

can accrete cometary water at infall velocitiesof 5 and 15

the lower(104 cm/s) escapevelocityrange,the accretional

In contrast, in

km/s. At lower escapevelocityin the l04 to 10s km/s efficienciesfor anorthositeand variousporosityices are simirange the anorthosite and cometary ejecta curves coincide,
implying that planetesimalscomposedof rock and ice of
widely varying porosity accrete with low, but similar, efficiencies.

Finally, we note that as demonstratedby Figure 19, the

impactenergywhich porous(e.g., 0.01 g/cm•) icy objects
can contribute to accreting planets is comparable to that of
silicate planetesimalswhen the growing planet has a low

(----10
-• km/s) escapevelocity. However,for largerplanets
with escapevelocitiesof ----10
•' km the impact energydue to

lar.
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volatile impactors retained by the planet declines to < 10%
of that initially deliveredby the impactor.
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